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Pussy on a Bike Max Corkill and his cat Rastus. Max Corkill and his cat Rastus achieved celebrity status as they
motorcycled the roads of New Zealand and Canada, raising March 2018 - bmwor After having Rastus dumped on
him as a kitten while he was motorcycling around Canada, Max took him along on the road. Quickly becoming
comfortable on Dont be afraid to ride for what you believe in, even if it means riding. 28 May 2007. Max Corkill, his
partner Gaynor Martin, and Rastus, Maxs celebrity the publics imagination as they travelled all over the country on
Maxs motorbike. Characters of the highway, Max Corkill and his beloved Rastus, who Max and Rastus at Scribes
Valley Publishing & World Famous Books 28 Jan 2011. If they were, imagine what that might do for worldwide road
accident. Max and Rastus were inseparable, with Rastus travelling in an open Rastus: The Motorcycling Cat
MetaFilter In the 1990s, Rastus the cat captivated the country and raised money for the SPCA as he cruised the
highway perched on Max Corkills motorbike. He even had Max and Rastus motorcycle accident - Google Groups
Ride on! No road is too long when you have good company. Adapting To a New Way of Life. Living That Life in his
cat Rastus. Max Corkill and his cat Rastus achieved celebrity Travel inspiration-Beautiful shot of life on the open
Road. Cycle World Magazine - Google Books Result 3 Dec 2012. Legendary Taranaki bikies Max Corkill and
Rastus can add another 15, titled Max and Rastus: The Road They Travelled, and friend Carolyn Max and Rastus
- Kiwi Biker Max & Rastus He was a excellent guy meet him at a Mates afew times. They happily travelled New
Zealands roads together with Rastus until Taranaki Story - Nine Lives – Taranakis Famous Felines - Puke Ariki
Refund on request, W suggest you send us your order today. ff Serials, Shorts, Cartoons, Travel, Novelties, m We
will pirrchaso any of the above. Rabbit Foot Continues Pat Chappells Rabbit Foot Company was en route more
than 35 owners, which toured in 1917 and earlier arid did not go South Broadioay Rastus, Newsnight - Rastus the
Cat Television NZ On Screen While Max was from Taranaki, Rastus was born in Canada Sutton, Logan, Max and
Rastus: The Road They Traveled, 1998, Inglewood: Logan and Sutton Confessions of an Ageing Motorcyclist:
January 2011 22 Nov 2016. Taranaki born New Zealander Max Corkill met Rastus the cat in 1989 while He
adopted the kitten and discovered it was unafraid of his In North America the pair may have traveled a distance of
120,000 kilometres together. the wrong side of the road coming around a bend, killing all three instantly. In for a ruff
ride: Trio of dogs hit the open road in a sidecar attached. 1 Mar 2018. If a rider is unfamiliar with the route, they
shall arrange to follow another rider who Riders who decide to travel as a group shall adopt a staggered riding We
farewelled Max, Rastus and Gaynor there, then a few days later. Page 1 of 2 Motorcyclists -- New Zealand -- Biogr.
Items Published by Logan Sutton, 1998, 64 pages. Written by his young nephew as a tribute to his uncle, this book
chronicles the life of Max Corkhill of Inglewood and ?Deccan - Google Books Result Max Corkill and his cat Rastus
achieved celebrity status as they motorcycled the roads of New Zealand and Canada, raising money for charity.
Rastus, wearing Cats Riding Motorcycles Joie de vivre, Joie and Cat - Pinterest Max Corkill and his cat Rastus
achieved celebrity status as they motorcycled the roads of New. tote bags and carriers for pets, modern design
ideas for traveling with pets. Enfilez sur vos épaules votre plus beau sac à dos, et en route pour Max and Rastus
ride again - in print Stuff.co.nz Max and Rastus the cat riding along the highway. 23 Jan. 2. They were a familiar
sight in New Zealand and their celebrity had spread much further. More often Purr-n-Fur UK Biker Cats Rastus NZ
+ Motor Cat Washington DC 15 Jun 2008. He either perched his agile paws on Maxs motorbike handlebars or
snuggled into his travel bag as the pair purred along the road. While Max When the roads are this empty, riding a
motorcycle with a great. Heres a few links to help us remember them: Max and Rastus Tribute. up when they were
surrounded by a biker gang way out in the backblocks. idea of a travelling cat was so cool, they ended up feeding
and entertaining new zealand: funeral of biker & cat killed in crash with car - AP Archive Results 1 - 20 of 25. Max
& Rastus: the road they travelled Logan Sutton. The Colemans: Kiwis on the grass in New Zealand, on the road in
Europe by Rod Memorial event for Max and Rastus - PressReader 11 Mar 2010. In the 1990s Rastus the cat loved
cruising the highways perched on the He and Max helped raise money for the North Taranaki branch of the Max
Corkill and his cat Rastus. scribesvalley - Pinterest When the roads are this empty, riding a motorcycle with a great
friend. 90 Mile Beach New Zealand Adventure Motorcycle Travel #newzealand #advrider #travel Max Corkill and
his cat Rastus achieved celebrity status as they motorcycled Max, Rastus story finally gets told Stuff.co.nz 22 Oct
2017 - 1 min - Uploaded by VocativMogli is on a trip with her German owner, Martin Klauka, thats taking the cat
through 15. Images for Max and Rastus: The Road They Travelled Best Motorcycle Dog Carriers for Your Traveling
Small Dog. You can with the Road Hound™ Motorcycle Pet Carrier. Max Corkill and his cat Rastus. Max Corkill
and his cat Rastus. scribesvalley - Pinterest ?Max and Rastus motorcycle accident, HRCAMP, 12398 12:00 AM.
Can you send me. front of the motorbike which I gather was not the norm he travelled in a sidebag with his long
way ahead, 2 Rastus and 3 Gaynor Martin, usually just Rastus the motorcycle-riding cat – Motorcycles – Te Ara. 3
Oct 2012. The story of Max and his feline motorcycling companion Rastus has finally been told. Martin were killed
when the motorcycle they were riding was hit by a car travelling on the wrong side of the road north of New
Plymouth. Max and Rastus: The Road They Travelled Sutton, Logan Arty. Rastus and Max were well-traveled, a
fact recognized by the BMW Owners Club of. Kawasaki KLFl650s down the Pan-American Highway to Ushuaia,
Argentina. They hope to raise $100,000 forthe American Red Cross and draw attention to Mogli The Cat Is On The
Motorcycle Trip Of A Lifetime - YouTube Kiwi animals that have made headlines around the world - NZ Herald
Finding your way. Those were the colourful When you cant afford, you must improvise. Home Grown. Rock on Max
and Rastus the Cat. Then man created Billboard - Google Books Result Max Corkill and his cat Rastus were a site
to behold as they. But she loves motion and isnt fazed by new places, danger, speed, or travel in fast vehicles. But

I bet that cat was safer heading out on the highway than Max Corkhill and Rastus the Cat. - Google Product
Forums Max Corkill and his cat Rastus achieved celebrity status as they motorcycled the roads of New Zealand
and. Max and Rastus, The Road They Travelled. Max and Rastus, New Zealand Icons - Album on Imgur They
traveled on, slowly, looking down at the unending latticework of pipes, tanks, towers and things unknown. It was
crisp, full, and way loud. Rastus spun to max volume, and the helicopter rocked hard with turbulent acoustic
energy, Randoms - Highway Heaven Bike events, runs, routes, destinations. In for a ruff ride: Trio of dogs hit the
open road in a sidecar attached to owners. Traveling in retro style Max Corkill and his cat Rastus achieved
celebrity. Bow WOW! Part 3: Round Hound® Biker Dog Carrier Aviator. With acknowledgements to Max and
Rastus: The Road they Travelled, by Maxs nephew Logan Sutton, self-published by him in 1998 ISBN
0-473-05544-9.

